Medford, MA - 2020-08-20
The following is a notification from the DesignLights Consortium (DLC) that the product(s) listed below have been found to use the DLC logo or trademark without permission, or are referencing DLC qualification but are not listed on the Qualified Products List (QPL). The DLC does not verify any of the claims made by the manufacturer regarding product performance. The manufacturer and/or distributor has been notified of this logo violation and steps they need to take to resolve the issue(s). The full DLC Logo and Trademark Use Guidelines can be found on the DLC website: [https://www.designlights.org/terms/logo-guidelines/](https://www.designlights.org/terms/logo-guidelines/)

**Manufacturer**
Martek

**Name of Product:**
ML-HBL-178W-850-4; LED-HB/100W; LED-HB/150W; LED-HB/200W; LED-T818; ML-321; ML-322; ML-323; ML-339; ML-340; ML-341; ML-324; ML-325; ML-326; ML-RTUV-040; ML-RTUV-060; ML-RTUV-080; ML-RTUV-100; ML-RTUV-120; ML-RTUV-150; ML-RTUV-185; ML-RTUV-240; ML-RTUV-320; ML-RTUVSVFN; ML-RTUWHFN; ML-RTUVHM; ML-RTUVVM; ML-RTUUCP; MRK2420; MRK2430; MRK2440; MRK2450; ML-360D-K4-II-80W; ML-360D-K4-II-100W; ML-360D-K4-II-120W; ML-360D-K10-27W; ML-360D-K10-36W; ML-360D-K10-45W; ML-360D-K10-54W; ML-360D-K10-75W; RMS-360D-K11-16W; RMS-360D-K11-22W; RMS-360D-K11-28W

**Recommendation to Utilities:**
Please be aware that these product claims have not been evaluated or verified by the DLC and products noted are not listed on the QPL, and therefore should not be eligible for incentives.

When the DLC has confirmed that all issues have been resolved, this Logo Violation Notice will be marked as "Resolved" and will be archived in an aggregated list on the Logo Violation Notice archive web page.

**About DLC**
The DesignLights Consortium® (DLC) is a non-profit organization dedicated to accelerating the widespread adoption of high-performing commercial lighting solutions. The DLC promotes the use of high-quality, energy-efficient products in collaboration with utilities and energy efficiency program members, manufacturers, lighting designers, and federal, state, and local entities.